Candle Song
"So, like a forgotten fire,
a childhood can always flare up again within us."
- Gaston Bachelard
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As a tool of the activities of daily living and a medium between subject and object, the
body exists fundamentally for communications. The body and the sense grants us the
possibility of inter-relationship and inter-communication. In the world in which wordless communication has been expelled, the relationship becomes fragile so that it easily
breaks down into pieces. There we might long for nostalgia when I, you and the world
could understand each other without the words.
{candle Song}, an interactive sound installation, retrieves the memory of the substances
in the world and transmute the perception between the subjects and the objects in
search for an universal communication.
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[Candle Song] associates fluttering motion
of candle lights with various sounds. When
the audience initially enter into the place,
they are expected to be impressed by spectacles of lit candles and the space which
is enlightened by candle lights. And in the
next moment,
They are expected to discover various
sounds that are generated when they
pucker up their lips and gently blowing
flames of the candle lights or when some
light wind passes by the space making the
flames be disturbed.

Whistles, voices, tonic sounds which also reminds water droplets little bit or unsteady
noises which sound as if some heavy clouds flowing by.
Those sounds are selected samples from the set of infinite imaginations which could be
conceived from the act of ‘puckering one’s lips up and blowing on the candle lights.’ The
work is a result of an effort to share the delight of igniting this set of infinite imaginations which is evoked by subtly transmuted objects
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